The spectrum of atomic promethium has been observed with a variety oflight sources and spectrographs. The Zeeman e ffect has also been recorded. Analysis of the spectrum shows that the ground configuration of the neutral promethium atom is 4/"65'. The relative positions (in cm -I ) of the low le vel s of this configuration are: 
Introduction
In this paper we present the first results of our investigation to determine the electronic structure of neutral promethium.
Promethium was the last lanthanon element to be discovered. Since the early 1900's it was known that an element lying between neodymium and samarium with atomic number 61 remained to be discovered. A large number of attempts were made to find this element in nature without success. Two false claims of discovery resulted in the early names of illinium and florentium for element 61. The long sought-for element was finally identified in 1947, when Marinsky, Glendenin, and Coryell made a chemical separation of a new element from among the fission products of uranium. They chose the name promethium for element 61 " . . . after Prometheus, the Titan in Greek mythology who stole fire from heaven for the use of mankind." This name was chosen not only to symbolize the dramatic way in which the element could be produced in quantity as a result of man's harnessing of the energy of nuclear fission, but also to " . . . warn man of the impending danger of punishment by the vulture of war," [1] .1 *Part of thi s work was support ed by a grant from th e National Scie nce Foundation and a n optical re searc h equipm e nt ~ranl from th e Adva nced Researc h Proj ects Age ncy 10 one of th e authors (S PD). **University of Ca li fo rnia , Be rk e ley 94720. 1 Figures in brac ke ts indi c at e literature refe rences at th e e nd 01 thi s paper.
The first extensive work on the spectrum of Pm was carried out at the National Bureau of Standards by Meggers, Scribner, and Bozman [2] , who published a list of 2249 Pm lines excited in arcs and sparks. Their attempts to separate the lines according to ionization state and to find spectral regularities were not successful. Their paper gives many of the details of the history of the discovery of Pm and of earlier spectroscopic studies.
Promethium is an entirely artificial element. All -of its isotopes are radioactive, and none has ever been found in nature. In the several investigations of the promethium spectrum to date, including the present one, the samples have consisted of monoisotopic Pm 147 . This is the only readily available form of Pm. It is produced in nuclear reactors as 2.6 percent of the fission products of uranium. Pm 147 decays by {3-emission (0.22 MeV) into Sm 147 with a half-life of 2.6 years.
The original paper of Meggers, Scribner, and Bozman suggested the existence of appreciable hyperfine structure in a number of Pm 147 spectrum line s. This hfs was investigated by Klinkenberg and Tomkins [3] with a 9-meter grating spectrograph and later by Reader and Davis [4, 5] with Fabry-Perot interferometers. As a result of these investigations and others by the methods of paramagnetic resonance [6] and atomic beam resonance [7] , it is known that the Pm 147 nucleus has a spin 1=712, a magnetic dipole moment ILl = 2.6 nm, and an electric quadrupole moment Q ~ 0.7 barn. These nuclear moments cause many Pm lines to appear with very broad and complex hyperfine structure which impedes attempts to describe the spectrum.
The ionization energy of the neutral promethium atom has been estimated [8] by an interpolation method to be 5.55±0.02 eV.
Experimental Procedure

Light Sources
The construction of light sources was undertaken with the greatest care, because Pm, being radioactive, cannot be handled in the ordinary way. The first light source was a cooled hollow cathode, made for the investigation of hyperfine structure. Its use was essential for that work [4] , but it was not used ex· tensively in the present investigation.
The more useful sources were electrodeless dis· charge tubes, constructed especially for us by Earl Worden at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Liver· more. The promethium was obtained from Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and purified either there or at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley. A spectrographic analysis was made prior to its use. A typical tube was constructed of a section of fused silica tubing 2 cm long with 7 mm o.d. and 5 mm i.d., containing 200 p.,g of Pmh A long handle was attached. No filling gas was admitted, since an initial heating of the tube released enough iodine to make subsequent starting of the discharge relatively easy.
Altogether, six of these tubes were used. Each tube was operated inside a microwave cavity, supplied with rf power by a magnetron at a frequency of 2450 MHz. The temperature of the tube (and hence intensity of the spectrum) was regulated by adjustment of power to the cavity and the amount of air-cooling. During operation, the discharge was a brilliant blue color.
Spectrographs
Our experimental investigation of the spectrum of promethium has extended over several years, and has included the taking of hundreds of spectrograms on several instruments, under many different conditions. As we gained experience and familiarity with the spectrum, each set of spectrograms was taken to provide specific information.
The 6.4-meter concave grating at Berkeley was used for preliminary testing of the light sources and identification of spectrum lines. The instrument has a plate factor of 1.25 A/mm at 5000 A in the first order.
The 3-meter Czerny-Tunier plane-grating spectrograph at Berkeley was used for accurate wavelength measurements. This instrument has a grating of width 12.5 cm, ruled with 300 grooves/mm. It is used at angles of incidence and diffraction of approximately 64 deg. At 5000 A the instrument is used in the 12th order, and the plate factor is 0.36 A/mm.
A 3.4-meter Ebert plane-grating spectrograph at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, was used for some of the Zeeman spectrograms. The angles of use, orders, and plate factor of this instrument are about the same as for the 3-meter Czerny-Turner spectrograph just described.
The 9-meter concave grating spectrograph at the Argonne National Laboratory [9, 10] was used for the early spectrograms taken for wavelength measurements, temperature classification, and Zeeman effects. Spectrum lines were observed in orders as high as the eighth, although we generally confined our measurements to the third and fourth, in order to avoid overlapping orders. At these lower orders, overlapping could be prevented through the use of filters. The plate factor is about 0.45 A/mm at 4000 A in the fourth order.
Exposures
Three different magnets were used for the Zeeman spectrograms. Most of them were taken at Argonne, by using an electromagnet with iron pole-pieces, producing a field of 24,000 G_ The discharge tube was excited in the cavity placed between the poles, perpendicular to the field.
The electromagnet used at the Radiation Laboratory produced a field of 29,000 G. A second magnet used there was a superconducting solenoid [11] operated at a field of 41 ,000 G. In this case, the source was operated in the cavity, but alined parallel to the magnt:tic field. A more stable operation of the discharge resulted with this orientation. A small mirror placed inside the solenoid permitted observation of the light emitted in a direction perpendicular to the field.
The exposures made at Argonne were taken on 5 X 45 cm plates, with nine separate tracks on each plate. Thorium standard lines were placed on the top and bottom, with seven promethium exposures inbetween. Each Pm exposure was taken at a different lamp temperature to help separate the spectra [12] . The intensities differed by as much as a factor of 80 from the weakest to the strongest exposures. These plates proved to be very valuable for spectrum sepa· ration, but the presence of small unexplained shifts made them less useful for absolute wavelength meas· urements. Since the wavelengths of most of the classified lines given in this paper are based on these exposures, it is possible that the present wavelengths may eventually have to be revised by a few thousandths of an angstrom. The Zeeman exposures included pi, sigma, and no-field lines. The field was calibrated by means of patterns belonging to several lines of Ca, Ag, and Cu which appeared on the plates.
The spectrograms taken at Berkeley for wavelength measurements were made on 10 X 25 cm plates, with the thorium and promethium lines overlapping, to eliminate any errors of measurement. A samarium spectrum was also included on these plates to identify impurity lines due to small amounts of Sm formed by the decay of Pm. Overlapping grating orders were separated by u se of an exte rnal pris m predi s pe rs e r [13J, whi c h pre ve nt ed li ght from th e unwant ed orders from e nterin g th e s pectrograph . Eac h gratin g order was photo graph ed separately. Eastman Kod ak s pectros co pi c plates were used for all exposures, processed in th e recommended mann e r. Types 103a-0 , 103a-F, 103-0, 103-F, and I-N we re utilized. All bu t the first two we re prefogged by e xposur es to weak light, prior to loading in the s pectrograph.
Measurements
The plates we re measured on two semiautomatic scanning co mparators, one at the University of Cali· fornia and one at the National Bureau of Standards. Wavelengths for the thorium standards were taken from the work of Meggers and Stanley [14] . The esti· mated uncertai'\,ty of the wavelength measurements is about ± 0.005 A. At the present time some of our plates from Argo nn e and most of the plane·grating plates re main to be measured. Whe n th ese measure· ments are complete, we expect to provide a full description of the Pm spectrum.
Analysis
In th e ne utra l rare earths the ground confi gurations are generally of the type 4f N 6s 2 or 4fN-1 5d6s 2 • Since the ground configurations in Nd I and Sm I are 4f 4 6s 2 and 4f 66s 2 , res pec ti vely, it was expected that the ground configuration in neutral Pm would be 4f 5 6s 2 • The lowest level of 4f 4 5d6s 2 was not expected to be less than 10,000 cm-I above the lowest level of 4f 5 6s 2 • Th e levels of 4f 5 5d6s were expected to start at about 8500 cm-I above the lowest level of 4f 5 6s 2 • Prior to out beginning the Pm I analysis, Conway and Wybourn e [15J ha d pub· lished theoretical predictions for the relativ e e ne rgies and g·values of the low levels of 4f56s 2 by using hydro· genic ratios for the Slater parameters and interpolatin g values of ~/F2. These predictions proved to be very useful to us in carrying out the analysis. Their r es ults for Pm I are summarized in table L
The first part of the analysis was carried out through the use of the Zeeman data. A large number of self· reversed lines showed resolved patterns involving le ve ls havin g J = 5/2 and 7/2 and g·values of about 0.30 and 0.83 , respectively. It was clear that these lines were transitions to the 4f 5 6s 2 6H~/2 and 6H~/2 leve ls. After a ce rtain amount of trial and error in searc hing for re peating diffe re nces involvin g th ese lin es, the 6H~/2 -I;H~/2 inte rval was found to be 803.82 c m-I . About 15 uppe r e ven levels we re es tabli s h ed in thi s process . Th e good agreem e nt be twee n this result and th e predi ction of Conway and Wybourne s how ed that th e predi ction s would be use ful in exte ndin g the analysis.
By continuin g to use th e Zee man data and by using an electroni c computer to searc h for cons tant dif· fere nces betwee n groups of s tron g lin es, two sets of classified lines we re built up. One gro up re prese nted transitions to the 4f 5 6s 2 6H~/2_ 1 3/2 !iroup of le vels; the other represented transitions to the 4f 5 6s 2 6 Fi'/2 _ 7/2 le vels. Howe ve r th e connection be tw ee n these two groups was not known . After a considerable amount of searc hin g for this conn ection , a few weak, resolved Zeeman patterns were found in the ultraviolet which proved to be transitions from upper levels known from combinations with 6Fo levels down to the low 6Ho levels. Table 2 gives the e ne rgies a nd g-values of the odd levels. Table 3 gives th e e nergies, J-values and g -values for th e even levels. Th e clas sified lines are given in table 4. The estima ted unce rtainty in the values of the low lev e ls :,riven in table 2 is ± 0.01 cm -I. The estimated uncertainty in the values of the high levels given in table 3 is about ± 0.03 c m -I.
Discussion
The total number of self-reversed lines in Pm 1 is 122. Of these 120 have bee n classified as transitions to 4f 5 6s 2 • This makes it certain that the ground configuration of Pm 1 is 4f 5 6s 2 • The eigen vectors given by Conway and Wybourne as a result of their di agonalization of 4f' show the f;HO and fiFO terms to be nearly pure in LS co upling. W e the refore would have expected a somewhat regular variation in inte nsit y of the lines making tran sitions from a single upper le vel to several lower le vels. Howe ver, according to our observations this is not the case. Figure 1 gives some of the more striking examples of the irregular intensiti es. Of special note are the lines from 26725.52(3/2). In this case the transition to nF~/2 is just barely visible on the plates. The co mple te absence of the lin e from 28186.31(7/2) to fiH~/2 is also very striking. A similar se t of puzzling intensities has been observed by Shenstone [17] in the 3d n 4s -4p transitions of CO III. Here the anomalous intensi· ties were found in :,rroup s of lines conn ec ting terms of different multipli city. In thi s connection Shenstone no ted " Especially difficult to unders tand is the not uncommon habit of intersystem combinations of mi ssing the central of three leve ls of successive J. " Although this phenomenon has not yet bee n investigated theore ticall y, it is clear that it stems from the lac k of pure LS coupling in the upper confi:,rurations. It is likely that a theoretical study of the transition probabilities for the 3d 6 4s -3d fi 4p array in Co III would shed more light on this problem. No rea l effort has been made yet to understand the origin of th e known upper levels in Pm I. However we note the following points. There are only two configurations which can make transitions to 4f 5 6s 2 with appreciable intensity, namely 4f 56s6p and 4f 45d6s 2 • For the 4f 5 6s6p configuration, the strongest transitions to the 4f 5 6s 2 6Ho and 6Fo levels will originate from levels of the type 4f 5(6H)6s6p and 4f 5(6F)6s6p . If we consider the levels of the type 4f 5(6H)6s6p(} = 5/2), we would expect th e m to fall into two gro ups :_ six of th e type 4f 5(6H)+6s6p(3P) and two of the type 4f 5(6H)+6s6p(IP). Th is type of co uplin g (first d esc ribed by She ns ton e [18] in the case of th e 3d!'4s4p configuration of Cu I) will hold approximately here because the parameter which dete rmines th e I P -ap s plitting, GI(sp), is expected by interpolation from other rare earths to be about 2640 c m-I , whereas ~/J and 0 are only about 1000 em -I.
Th e f-s and f-p inte ractions are much smaller (see Smith and Wybourne's treatment of the 4J'(HS)6s6p configuration in Eu 1 [19] ) and for our purpose may be neglected. If one interpolates a value for the 4f5(6H)6s L 4f5(6H)6s6p energy difference and uses the above parameters to estimate the le vel positions, one find s that t.he six :lp type levels with J = 5/2 will lie in the region 14000-16000 em -I and the two Ip type levels with J = 5/2 will li e at about 2000(}--21000 e m-I [20] . Of the 27 observed upper le vels with J = 5/2, 22 ma ke strong transitions to the HH group of lower levels. These 22 levels are di stributed as follows: 14 betwee n 20250 and 23550 cm -I , 8 between 26600 and 28350 c m-I .
Thus of the observed le vels with J = 5/2, only 2 would be expected to belong to 4f 5(6H)6s6p. It should also be noted that none of the lines classified so far in Pm 1 shows the appreciable hyperfine structure which would be expected if one of th e configurations contained a sin gle 6s electron. Judd [21] has shown that it is po ssible for lines from certain levels of 4f N 6s6p configurations to 4f N 6s 2 to show no hyperfine structure. Howeve r, there are too many levels here whose transitions s how no hfs to believe that the theory is appli cable here. The absence of hfs in these lines more likely is evi de nce of a c los ed 6s she ll in both upper and lowe r con figurations. In this case the hyperfine structures due to the 4f e lectron in the upper and lower levels have the same sign and about the same magnitud e, so that the observed line shows no resolved structure. For these reasons we beli e ve that most of the known upper levels belong to the 4f 45d6s 2 configuration.
Comparison of the observed positions of the 4f 5 6s 2 HHo and nF o le vels with the calculati ons of Conway and Wybourne s hows that their predi ctions for the intervals within eac h term are very good , generally within ± 30 e m -I of the observed levels. However , the predicted positions of the nFo levels are too low by nearly 7 pe rce nt in every case. This discre pan cy res ults fro m the fact that the calculated inte rval s within th e individual terms are very se nsitive to th e value of the spin-orbit parameter, but rath er inse nsitive to th e elec trostatic parameters. On the oth e r ha nd the se paratio n between the barycente rs of te rm s is governed primarily by the electrostatic param e te rs. At the tim e of Conway and Wybourn e's work the re was no ne utral rare earth with more than one known term of 4f N 6s 2 • Therefore, informatio n a bout th e electrostati c parameters could be infe rred from th e known le ve ls only through second order effec ts. Thus, a differe nce of only 7 percent betw ee n th e predicted and observed 6HO -6F" separation in Pm I can be conside re d to be fairly good agreeme nt.
It is not possible to obtain reliable values for th e e lectrosta tic parameters Et, E 2, and E3 fro m the known le vels, bec au se o nly one term se para ti on is a vaila ble .
However , we not e that since the 6Ho a nd 6Fo term s are nearl y pure in LS coupling, to a firs t approxim ation the e nergy differe nce between the 6HO and 6Fo baryce nte rs AE(6F, 6H ) will be equal to 9£3 [22] . If we include th e
Trees aL (L + 1) correc tion [23] , to a ve ry good firs t a pproximatio n we then have :
If we use the known positions of the 6F" and 6Ho le vels to determine LlE(6F, 6H) , we find LlE (6F, 6H) = 4167.92 e m -I. If we set a = 30 e m -I as indic ated by the theoretical interpre tation of the spectra of Ce III [24] and Pr III [25] we find £3 -520 c m -I .
A preliminary value of ~4f can be obtained by considering the total widths of the 6HO a nd 6FO te rm s . To a first approxima tion the s um of these two width s is 91~4f' whic h gi~es ~4f -930 e m -I.
Crosswhite [26] has made a le as t s quares fit of th e 6FO and 6HO levels to the theore tic al ene rgy formulas by using hydroge nic ratios for th e electrostati c parameters and a fixed valu e of 20 e m -I for a. The para mete rs E3 and ~4f we re allowed to vary. A diago nalization with E3 = 510 e m-I a nd ~4f = 914 e m-I gave a mean error of 25 em -I. This co uld be re duced to about 8 em -I if slightly different values of ~4f were used for the two terms: 912 c m-I for 6H and 938 c m-I for 6F. Crosswhite notes that this is probably caused by a spinother·orbit interaction. The f-dependenceof this interaction is the sam e as that of the spin-orbit interaction. However, the s pin-othe r-orbit interaction constant varie s from term to term . Thu s, this interac tion will cause the spin-orbit constants derived from diffe re nt terms of a confi guration to appe ar to be slightly different. This e ffect was first tre ate d for IN configuration s by Horie [27] ; th e prin cipal aspects of th e theor y have been summ ari zed b y W ybourne [28] . Sin ce s pinother-orbit e ffects c annot be observed by stud yin g only one te rm of a co nfi guration , the prese nt res ults for Pm I provid e a first opportunit y to vi ew their magnitude fo r th e ne utral rare earth s.
The residual e rrors in the above cal c ulation have a form ver y close to that expected from neglect of a s pin-spin inte rac tion. If an estimate of th e s pin-s pin inte raction e nergy is made by using Judd' s [29] matrix ele me nts and interpolated values of the radial integrals fro m the calculation s of Blume, Free ma n, and Watson [30] , the mean e rror ca n be furth er redu ced to a bout 2 c m-I . Whe n thi s is done the valu es of ~4f are c ha nged to 910 c m-I for 6Ho a nd 940 c m-I for liF O [26] .
In vie w of the un certainties in the rati os of the electrostati c parame te rs, th e value to be use d for a , and the Hamiltonian needed to describe the le vels , we
give the values of E3 and ~4f for the 4f 5 6s 2 configuration of Pm I as: ~4f= 925 ± 20 cm-I £3=510±20 cm-I Th at thi s va lu e of ~4f fit s in well with othe r values of ~.If in th e rare ea rth s is s hown by the plot in fi gure 2. We acknowledge the very generous assistance of John Conway and Earl Worden of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in preparing the electrodeless lamps and in other phases of our experiment. We also thank Mark Fred and Frank Tomkins of the Argonne National Laboratory for their help in photographing the first set of wavelength and Zeeman effect plates, and Henry Crosswhite of the Johns Hopkins University for his suggestions concerning the calculation of the parameters. Our success in making the recent planegrating spectrograms is due in large measure to the efforts of Richard J. Wolff. Some of the Zeeman plates were measured and reduced at the Argonne National Laboratory by Thomas Dickinson. The Zeeman plates taken at M.I.T. by L. Johnson were made available to us by Lee C. Bradley, Ill. 
